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IC WELCOME

Welcome

W

elcome to the latest edition of Inside Construction, the magazine
of The Builders' Conference.
It would be great to open this latest issue in an upbeat fashion but, unfortunately,
this edition comes in the wake of the UK's shock decision to quit the European Union.
And, although we may be some months away from the triggering of Article 50 to signal our
departure from EU circles, the impact has already been felt across the industry with contract
awards, tenders and the BCLive league table rolling year statistics all down significantly.
We can only hope that this is merely the UK pausing for breath and not the beginning
of a prolonged post-EU hangover.
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Graham Sets New Record

G

RAHAM, one of the UK and
Ireland’s leading construction,
asset management and
project investment businesses, has
reached a major milestone, posting
record end of year results for 2015-16.
With Group turnover passing through
the half billion mark at £508 million,
profit before taxation more than
doubled to £17m, resulting in a net
profit margin of 3.4 percent up from
1.4 percent the previous year.
Commenting on the momentous
results, Executive Chairman, Michael
Graham said: “This is a significant
milestone for GRAHAM and one
which demonstrates how our Group
businesses continue to deliver
exceptionally strong performances,
across a range of sectors, throughout
the UK and Ireland.
“Whether it is in Building, with the
completion of a 90 week, £81 million
student accommodation project for

Salford University; Civil Engineering,
installing a 44 metre span road
bridge in Croydon for Network
Rail, which involved launching the
multi span bridge over 10 busy
operational rail tracks; Fit-out, where
refurbishment of the Clayton Square

shopping centre in Liverpool won
the BCSC Gold Award; or Facilities
Management, which has added
its eighth University to its higher
education client listing; GRAHAM
is continually delivering landmark
projects and achieving excellence in
everything it does.
“None of this would be possible
without the dedication and
commitment of our 1,800 strong
workforce, on which GRAHAM’s
success is built. Knowing that they
are trusted and their efforts valued,
creates a high performance culture
and it is no coincidence that GRAHAM
has become known as one of the most
attractive employers in the industry.
“By keeping business simple, being
efficient and effective in all that we
do and with a forward order book
of almost £1bn, GRAHAM is well
positioned to continue its growth
from a position of strength.”

Travis Perkins Sets Sail

T

ravis Perkins Plc has become an official event
partner of the America’s Cup World Series
Portsmouth for the second year running.
Supporting community events at the UK stage of
the global regatta, the partnership reflects the
distributor’s presence in the South of England and
its commitment to supporting the local communities
surrounding their branch and store locations.
As part of its commitment, Travis Perkins plc is
funding the Portsmouth Sailing Project which delivers
sailing taster sessions to 1,000 local school children to
inspire a new generation into sailing, whilst breaking
down the potential barriers to young people from
diverse backgrounds. The team is also working to
construct a skate park for the community, further
encouraging young people to try something new and
prioritise their own well-being.
Carol Kavanagh, HR Director at Travis Perkins plc,
said: “This is our second year as an official event
partner and we’re excited to see more children from
the local area out on the water and at the skate park,
trying something new and learning new skills.
“We are built on family values and this is what
makes us different from many big businesses. Being
a good member of the community is a key part of our

vision and that’s why
we wanted to partner
with the America’s
Cup World Series
Portsmouth. There are around 300 Travis Perkins plc
businesses in a 50 mile radius of Portsmouth, so this
sponsorship presents a great opportunity to support
our employees and customers in this area.
“An important part of our sponsorship is the jointfunding of the Portsmouth Sailing Project. This
project reflects our on-going support of early career
development and its role as a major employer in
locations across the country.”
The America’s Cup World Series Portsmouth is
one of a series of regattas staged around the globe
building up to the battle for the America’s Cup in 2017,
the most prestigious and coveted sailing trophy in
the world. The racing is fast and furious with state-ofthe-art catamarans reaching speeds of up to 50 knots
(almost 60 miles per hour) just metres from the shore.
The Portsmouth Sailing Project is an initiative
arranged by the 1851 Trust, the official charity of the
America’s Cup World Series Portsmouth and delivered
by the Andrew Simpson Sailing Foundation.

IC NEWS

Sweco Goes to School

A

n independent school in the heart of Surrey is to
benefit from a £21million state-of-the-art science and
mathematics facility.
Engineering consultancy Sweco, working closely with
Winchester-based Design Engine Architects, has been
appointed by Charterhouse School to consult on the first phase
of the project which will ultimately provide an additional 50
per cent teaching space for the science and mathematics
departments. The brief was to develop a low energy design
using natural ventilation and high performance glazing and
thermal insulation with the objective of creating a flexible and
modern environment of the highest quality.
The project, which has received its design and planning

approval, will co-locate science and mathematics to foster
inter-departmental collaboration based around a shared hub
where pupils can meet, interact and access resources.
Director of Design Engine Architects, Richard Jobson, said:
“The new Chemistry building at Charterhouse has provided
us with a great opportunity to develop a unique architectural
form which has only been made possible through a close
working relationship with the environmental and engineering
team at Sweco.
“The project has allowed the team to develop the initial
concepts into a fully coordinated solution and everyone
involved has admired the Sweco teams’ attention to detail,
which has ensured the project met the stakeholder’s
requirements, whilst creating a beautiful piece of architecture.”
Collaboratively, Sweco and Design Engine Architects
have also helped to develop three innovative chimneys to
ensure fumes from the building will not be recirculated and
compromise the natural ventilation. As well as this, a dynamic
thermal model has been created to optimise the timber
shading on the upper floor to minimise solar loads and prevent
overheating of the space.
Richard Beer, executive engineer at Sweco, said: “Our
approach has enabled us to effectively deliver the school
with a facility which will provide students with 50 per cent
more space, natural cross-ventilation and large windows to
maximise daylight.
“We are thrilled to have been able to provide Charterhouse
with these facilities which will enable more scope to innovate
when developing new teaching methods, ensuring the school
continues to lead the way in Science and Mathematics
education.”

Housing Shows Slight Upturn

A

total of 41,222 new homes
were registered by NHBC in Q2
throughout the UK, according to
NHBC’s latest new home registration
statistics.
31,753 new homes were registered in
the private sector, a six percent increase
on the 30,086 a year ago. The public and
affordable sector was down 13 percent
with 9,469 new homes registered
compared to 10,845 in Q2 2015.
The overall number represents a one
percent increase on the same period
last year when 40,931 new homes were
registered, making it the strongest
quarter since 2007.
The figures portray a mixed picture
across the UK with half of the 12 regions

showing an increase in registrations
during Q2, including the South East
(+37 percent) and the North East (+34
percent) with the other half reporting
a decline in numbers, such as Wales
(-30 percent) and London (-29 percent)
compared to the same period last year.
The number of new home
completions for the rolling 12 months
July 2015 – June 2016 also increased
by six percent when compared to the
previous 12 months (July 2014 – June
2015). This mirrors the strong growth
seen in registrations in recent years,
resulting in these new homes being
completed over the past twelve months.
As the leading warranty and insurance
provider for new homes in the UK,

NHBC’s registration statistics are a lead
indicator of UK house-building activity.
For 80 years, NHBC has been committed
to driving up quality and raising
standards in housebuilding and has
approximately 80 percent market share.
Commenting on the Q2 figures, NHBC
Chief Executive Mike Quinton said: “Our
latest statistics show that the industry
continues to consolidate on the strong
growth in registrations seen over recent
years.
“These registrations reflect continued
industry confidence in the run-up to
the EU Referendum at the end of June.
Indeed, this period was the strongest
quarter since Q4 2007, albeit still some
way off levels seen over a decade ago.”
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Homeowners Embark
on Renovation Spree
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early half (47 percent) of the UK’s homeowners
taking part in a survey by leading window
manufacturer VELUX are planning to carry out
home improvements over the next six months.
For the majority of home improvers (59 percent),
the main reason for renovating is to either update their
interior décor or modernise their homes. However, one
out of every 10 ‘home improvers’ is embarking on a
project to create or improve space that they can spend
more time together in as a family.
For this particular group of ‘family time’ seekers, they
are willing to spend big to make their dream a reality,
with a planned average spend of £15,589. This is more
than double the planned average spend of £6,444 for all
home improvers.
The home improvement survey supports the launch
of a new campaign from VELUX to inspire and support
homeowners with practical tips, advice and tools, to
help them plan for and create their dream single-storey
extension with VELUX roof windows.

Other key survey findings include:

Almost three quarters (72 percent) of home improvers
are planning to begin their work over the next three
months (July, August and September).
Almost half (47 percent) of home improvers are
planning work on their kitchen, with slightly less
(42 percent) planning work on their living space.
Three in 10 home improvers in London (30 percent)
are planning either an extension or conservatory.
Architectural designer and television presenter
Charlie Luxton has given the campaign his backing by
sharing his own bright ideas and extension tips online
at www.velux.co.uk/extensions
Charlie Luxton said: “More and more UK homeowners
are choosing to make home improvements instead
of moving to bigger and better spaces. This desire
to extend and renovate rather than buy and sell is
influenced by many factors such as cost and increased
ability to personalise existing living space.

“ Family time seekers willing to spend big”

IC NEWS

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

OFFSIGHT
Construction Tour
S

tewart Milne Timber Systems, the UK’s leading
designer and manufacturer of timber systems,
has announced a series of factory tour dates
after the success of a tour last month to their
automated facility in Witney.
In June, over 35 industry professionals attended
Stewart Milne Timber Systems Witney offsite
manufacturing centre for an introduction to offsite
construction. The next two dates have now been
announced as September 14 and October 26 with
further dates to be added for early 2017.
Attendees of the tour saw first-hand how factorycontrolled processes and precision engineering
contribute to high quality and performance standards.
This comes at a time when there are Government
ambitions to erect 1 million homes by 2020 and
reduce carbon emissions by 80% in time for 2050.
Hosted in partnership with membership body,
the Structural Timber Association, guests listened
to seminars, toured the Witney factory, saw live
demonstrations of offsite manufacture in action as
well as being introduced to some of Stewart Milne
Timber Systems’ latest product innovations.
Mike Perry, Sales Director at Stewart Milne Timber
Systems, said: “We are always happy to welcome

our clients to our facility and opening our doors to
the wider industry has given us the opportunity to
demonstrate the real benefits of offsite construction.
“With a new series of tours now available, we can
meet the growing interest in both timber frame and
offsite construction that we are experiencing. A visit is
a great first step to understanding what offsite offers,
how it delivers high performance standards and how
we work to value engineer projects to reduce cost.
“Our facility in Witney is unique, with the capacity
to produce over 10,000 timber system units per
year. Developers, architects, housebuilders and
designers seeking to build cost-effectively, sustainably
and profitably came to see the advantages offsite
construction can offer over other on-site build
solutions. By attending, they were able to understand
the process step-by-step, ask our specialists questions
and share knowledge and experience with likeminded people.”
 More information is available
on the Stewart Milne Timber Systems website:
www.stewartmilne.com
INSIDE CONSTRUCTION | August 2016
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IC REPORT

UK Construction Hit
by Brexit Fallout
In the first full month since the UK elected to leave the European Union,
the UK construction industry has seen contract awards plummet by over a
third. The Builders’ Conference CEO Neil Edwards surveys the damage.

A

ccording to the Office for National
Statistics (ONS), the UK economy grew
by 0.6% in the three months to the end
of June, as economic growth accelerated in the
run-up to the vote to leave the EU. Indeed, the
ONS even claimed that uncertainty ahead of last
month’s referendum seemed “limited”.
But even while the nation awaits the triggering
of Article 50 to signal the official end of the UK’s
40-year EU membership, that limited uncertainty
has now become a very real broadside across the
optimism of the country’s construction industry.
According to the latest statistics from the BCLive
league table, contract awards during July 2016
were 15 percent down in number on the previous
month. Even worse, they are down 35 percent in
value during the same period.

If that were not sufficiently doom-laden, that
represents a fall of 30 percent in contract award
numbers when compared to July 2015; and a decline
of a staggering 55 percent in contract award values.
This time last year, the BCLive league table’s
rolling year cumulative total was riding high at
an unprecedented £56 billion. Today, that rolling
year figure is down by 18 percent at £46 billion.
And with the summer holidays about to begin, any
hope of an immediate rebound will be placed on
hold while the industry heads for sunnier climes.
Amidst all this, only five of the companies on
BCLive league table saw their monthly haul of
contract awards exceed the £100 million mark.
And two of them had to win in excess of 15
contracts each to hit that relatively lowly figure.

NEIL EDWARDS
The Builders’ Conference CEO

Best of a sorry bunch this month was Balfour
Beatty which picked up six new contracts with a
combined value of £314.3 million. The largest of
these was a £170 million repair and refurbishment
contract at Heathrow Airport for the upgrading of
the baggage handling facilities.
Morgan Sindall picked up £123 million of new
contract awards spread across 23 individual
contracts to claim the number two slot. Group
company Overbury won the largest of these; a
£15 million fit-out contract for the Royal Bank of
Scotland at the bank’s Islington offices.
Keepmoat claimed the number three position
on the BCLive league table thanks – in no small
part – to a £50 million contract for new housing at
various locations across the North West of England
for client Great Places Housing Group.

In a month characterised by doom and continued
uncertainty, only M+W Group had much to smile
about. The company entered the BCLive Top 10 for
the first time, buoyed by a £105 million new build
contract for a science centre in Hull, Humberside.
The UK government’s decision to delay its final
decision on Hinkley C till the autumn heaps yet
more uncertainty onto an industry in whose mind
the scars of the 2008 recession are still fresh.
So, as the industry winds down for its summer
holidays, many among its ranks will not have
the benefit of some hard-earned rest and
recuperation. Instead, they will be worrying just
what they will be coming back to when
that holiday is over.
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BCLIVE.co.uk

Who is winning construction work - LIVE

Top 100 results: 01/07/2016 - 31/07/2016

BCLIVE.co.uk

Total for Period: £2,943.0m
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BCLIVE.co.uk

Who is winning construction work - LIVE

Top 100 results rolling year Aug 2015 to Jul 2016: 01/08/2015 - 31/07/2016

BCLIVE.co.uk

Total for Period: £46,094.4m
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Big Brother

is Watching

Construction union UCATT has called on the UK Government to set out
a clear and unequivocal framework for the use of tracking devices in
the workplace following misuse by employers.

W

ith latest figures showing
identity theft up a whopping
57 per cent in the UK last
year and almost 150,000 people
falling victim to data criminals,
UCATT has written to the Information
Commissioner, the UK guardian of data
protection, calling for clear guidelines
on how tracker and monitoring systems
are used, after major constructor Mears
used employee National Insurance
numbers as passwords on PDA
(Personal Digital Assistant) devices.

UCATT members have suffered
various problems with trackers and
PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants)
including vindictive colleagues or
employers manipulating tracker data
to try to secure dismissal, employees’
personal information being used
inappropriately (in a recent case a
major constructor, Mears, in the North
East, on the Living Homes and East
Durham projects, used employees’
National Insurance numbers as the
password for the devices and stuck
the NI numbers on the outside of the
device box), and on occasion, just
plain old technological failure has led
to employees being falsely accused of
misdemeanour.

Tracking devices used by employers
to feed information through to
employees on the road and monitor
their movements via GPS, are causing
untold problems for employees and
“Employers are seriously degrading
unions. The unregulated use of the
the workplace by using these systems
various systems, which are often
with impunity. Not only is an employee
implemented by employees with no
training or guidance, have been used by placed under undue pressure but they
employers to make a case for dismissal
and have also contravened the Data
Protection Act by making employees’
personal information public.

are often worried about who exactly
is running the system and how much
monitoring is going on. We’ve had
employees, outside of work hours,
tracked all the way to their homes.
This can’t be right,” says UCATT Acting
General Secretary, Brian Rye. “While
there may be a role for these devices
for lone workers, their use has to be
within clear guidelines to stop abuse –
deliberate or accidental. While Mears
have taken action since we confronted
them about the abuse of personal data,
I would be deeply upset if my employer
began posting my National Insurance
number all over the place. Data fraud
is widespread enough in this country
without your own employer throwing
you to the sharks. We call on the
Information Commissioner to regulate
these devices now.”

IC FEATURE

Missing Out Online
87 percent of builders in the UK miss out on
business due to poor online presence

Y

ell, one of the biggest providers
of digital marketing in the UK,
has discovered an overwhelming majority of builders (87 percent) it
researched have wrong or inconsistent
information online, including basic details such as a phone number or email.
Feedback also shows 89 percent of
customers say they will try another
company if the details listed online
for a particular business are incorrect,
suggesting many small businesses,
including builders, are missing out on a
lot of potential custom.
Yell conducted research into how
the 50,630 builders in its UK database
appear online, also asking customers
nationwide about their online habits
and expectations. The results paint a
gloomy picture pointing to some basic
errors in small businesses’ approach to
reaching potential online customers.

Key facts:

51 percent of customers said when they
were looking for a new service, the most
important source of information was a
website
Having inconsistent or non-existent information online means small
businesses are missing out on potential custom with 54 percent of people
relying on positive online reviews when
deciding on a new local business or
service
“If a company’s information online
is wrong, it’s arguably worse than not
being online at all,” said Mark Clisby,
Yell’s Marketing Director. “Not only is
the company effectively invisible to
customers, it can also seem careless or
even untrustworthy. This often happens because companies don’t always
know all the listings sites where they
appear, or when they move they forget
to update their information. It’s easily
done, but can be incredibly damaging
for business.”

“A lot of small businesses tell me
they get all their business from word
of mouth and don’t need to be online.
However, they’re ignoring the fact that
word of mouth has moved online, with
more than half of all customers choosing a local business based on online reviews. That’s a lot of work to be missing
out on,” concluded Mark Clisby.
To support small businesses, Yell has
launched Connect, a service recognising
the importance of connections, word of
mouth recommendations and referrals.
It helps business owners make their
details visible online and get in front of
the people looking for local products
and services.
Connect uses smart technology to
automatically list and update business
details everywhere they need to be
online, accurately and consistently. Details include company name, address,
telephone number, logo, opening hours
and payment methods on sites such
Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and 100s’ of
other high profile sites. As part of the
service, Connect also helps set up social
profiles on Facebook, Google+, Twitter
and Foursquare. A centralised dashboard enables customers to view analytics, monitor and respond to online
reviews, and post both real-time and
scheduled updates on their social networks, as well as update their business
details online at the click of a button.
Yell is offering small businesses in the
UK the chance to try out Connect by
completing a free scan of their business online. By entering the business
name and address, Connect is able to
identify how visible a business is online
and, most importantly, report on how
accurate the information is. On average,
over 240 people a day are running the
free Connect scan to check business
details online.
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New Zealand Looks to UK
for Construction Talent

N

ew Zealand’s leading infrastructure,
commercial engineering and building
contractor, Fletcher Construction is looking
to the UK to recruit top-level talent to help deliver an
extended pipeline of the largest infrastructure projects
in the nation’s history.
Fletcher Construction is seeking a wide range of
top British talent – engineers, project managers,
surveyors, designers and builders – and is hosting an
event in central London on 28 July to kick-start its
recruitment drive.
Chief executive Graham Darlow says global turmoil
means Fletcher Construction will appeal to ex-pat and
UK construction leaders as it is headquartered in New
Zealand where a comfortable lifestyle is balanced by
the challenges of world class construction projects.
While the Christchurch post-earthquake rebuild is
well underway, Auckland is making up for a massive
infrastructure deficit and the firm has 30 years-worth
of large-scale projects in the offing.
“I have never seen so much construction activity of
such a scale right across New Zealand in my 40 years
working in the industry,” he says.
“In Auckland right now, we’re working on several
major highway projects, an international convention
centre and several large five star hotels,” Darlow says.
Upcoming are a number of huge infrastructure

projects, including Auckland’s city rail link, which
combined with other large projects would constitute a
30-year pipeline of construction.
Recognising the international competition for
skilled infrastructure project managers and engineers,
Fletcher Construction has multiple initiatives
underway at home and abroad to secure its long
term talent pipeline, but is targeting the UK for senior
construction leaders.
“We already employ many of New Zealand’s top
construction talent but we need more,” says Darlow.
Darlow is realistic about what New Zealand offers:
“We might not be able to beat the salaries on offer in
Dubai and elsewhere. But where we can compete is
the lifestyle and quality of life available here in New
Zealand.
“This is the best place in the world to raise a family.
The schools and universities are world class, you
can walk to a beach from just about anywhere. If
outdoor pursuits – from skiing to mountain climbing
to tramping – are your thing, then New Zealand will be
your paradise.”
Registration for the Fletcher
Construction recruitment event:
Click here

IC Feature

Top Builders
Honoured by NHBC
W
inners of NHBC’s Pride in the
Job 2016 awards have been
honoured for their dedication
to building homes of outstanding
quality in the first round of the
competition.

NHBC (National House-Building
Council), the UK’s leading home
warranty and insurance provider, has
revealed the names of the Quality
Award winners - the UK’s 445 best site
managers, placing them at the very top
of their profession.
Now in its 36th year – Pride in the Job
celebrates the exceptional contribution
site managers make in creating homes
of outstanding quality. As well as
undergoing spot checks on the dayto day running of the sites, each site
manager is assessed across 37 areas
of site management, including their
technical knowledge, consistency in the
build process and the quality controls
they have in place.
With more than 16,000 site managers
competing for the awards, this year’s
Quality Award winners have been
hand-picked for their excellent
standards on site.
“Congratulations to all the 2016
Quality Award winners - the strength
of this year’s entries coupled with the

judges’ long and hard deliberations
over selecting 445 winners from 16,000
site managers should give great pride
to them all and their teams. For 36
years, our Pride in the Job Awards have
played a pivotal role in NHBC’s work
to raise standards across the industry
through the celebration and sharing
of best practice,” says NHBC chief
executive Mike Quinton. “Pride in the
Job rewards those site managers who
produce the best new homes which
are built and finished to the highest
possible standard. Most importantly,
homeowners who buy a Pride in the
Job award-winning home benefit from
a high quality product. It’s no surprise
that our data shows Pride in the Job
winning sites have higher levels of
customer satisfaction as these homes
are without doubt among the best the
UK has to offer. On behalf of everyone
at NHBC, I would like to congratulate
them on this wonderful achievement.”
As part of the year-long judging
process, the Quality Award winners
will now be shortlisted for Seals of
Excellence and Regional titles which
will be revealed in the autumn.
The regional winners will then go
forward to compete for the national
Supreme Winner title in their category
at the Pride in the Job Gala, taking
place in London in January.
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IC SKILLS

A Passion for

DEMOLITION

Demolition giant Erith Contractors Ltd has joined forces with charitable
initiative, Passion Project, to deliver a new standard in demolition
apprenticeships and address the industry’s growing skills shortage.

E

rith Contractors Ltd has successfully seen the first intake of
apprentices through their initial
training and job placement as part of
the Passion Project. This new initiative
is designed in collaboration with young
people, and helps individuals identify
a career that matches their interests.
By using passion as the motivation for
learning and development, the Passion
Project inspires individuals to more
clearly identify who they want to be in
life as opposed to what they want to do.
The first intake of nine apprentices
are all now at work on Erith Contractors
Ltd sites across London and the South
East and several have already achieved
additional training standards as part of
their pursuit of a career in demolition.
This is the culmination of a far-reaching

and collaborative project that has
involved Erith Contractors Ltd - a
founding partner in the Passion Project
- and both the Institute of Demolition
Engineers (IDE) and the National
Federation of Demolition Contractors
(NFDC).

A New Approach

Erith’s operations director Stuart
Accleton, who has been instrumental
in the development of the programme,
says that the scheme has been a truly
collaborative effort. “Erith was a
founding partner in the Passion Project.
We are committed to attracting
young people to our business and are
constantly seeking fresh talent to keep
pace with our ongoing expansion and
to fuel future growth,” he says. “But

we could not have got this far without
the support and assistance of the
National Federation of Demolition
Contractors and the Institute of
Demolition Engineers which committed
its education budget to the project.
The initial intake comprised two
groups of 15 candidates that had
been pre-approved by the Passion
Project. “We explained to them the
opportunities available within the
demolition industry and highlighted
the challenges they might face in
the industry. We ended up with 10
candidates to carry forward although
one more was forced to drop out at
the last minute, leaving nine suitable
candidates.”
Accleton says that the Passion Project
approach differs greatly from the usual
method of providing training for these
young people. “Anyone claiming
unemployment benefit is encouraged to
take training in a skill or vocation. And
many of our candidates had already
been through construction and painting
and decorating courses but had failed
to find work when the training finished,”
he says.
This is a view echoed by each of the
candidates. “I studied plastering in
college and received distinction after
distinction,” says Passion Project
participant Richard Samuel. “But when
the course ended, I didn’t know what

path to take and I wasn’t having any
luck finding work.”
The Passion Project approach is
different, according to Accleton. “In
addition to providing the necessary
training, we were offering each of the
lads three months’ paid work if they
passed that training together with a
two-year apprenticeship if they prove
themselves suitable,” he adds. “We
have proved that demolition can do it
different and do it better.”

Perfect Timing

The original thinking behind Erith
involvement in this pilot project was
that it would assist with the initial
training before calling upon the
NFDC to help place the successful
candidates on sites across London. As
it transpired, this was not necessary.
“Erith Contractors Ltd had won some
large-scale contracts in London, some
of which stipulated the need to employ
local people and apprentices,” Accleton
says. “So although some of the other
NFDC members had already expressed
an interest in taking on some of these
lads, they all ended up going to work on
Erith projects.”
Accleton says that the next intake
– and he is aiming for three or four
courses per year – will be made
available to the wider demolition
industry. Furthermore, the Passion

▷
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Project is in talks with the London
boroughs to ensure that the nation’s
capital has a pool of apprenticeship
talent from which to draw. Perhaps
the ultimate proof of the success of this
pilot project is that the participants
themselves have already nominated
four potential candidates for the next
intake.

Power of Pre-Qualification
Accleton believes that a key to the
success of the scheme is the early
intervention of the Passion Project
which works actively with Jobcentre
Plus and the Probation Service to
find suitable candidates. “By the
time our candidates reached us, they
had already been through several
interviews with the Passion Project
and had proved that they had the
right characteristics and credentials
for a possible career in demolition,” he
continues. “Furthermore, if any of the
candidates required assistance with
literacy and numeracy, the Passion
Project took care of that too.”
In addition to finding the most
suitable candidates, this form of “prequalification” also helped fast-track the
process of taking each young person
from candidate to demolition worker.
“A key consideration for us was to get
these guys to work quickly so that they
could start to see a return on their
commitment,” Accleton says. “From

the first interview with the Passion
Project, through their training with the
IDE and here at Erith, to their first day at
work was just 12 weeks.”
If Erith is grateful to the Passion
Project, then that feeling is more than
reciprocated. “From the moment Erith
Contractors Ltd became involved, they
have demonstrated a real commitment
to helping these young people and
to offering them a genuine path
forward,” says Liz Obertelli, Head of
Strategic Partnerships and Business
Development for the Passion Project.
“The backing from the IDE and the
NFDC has been vital in bringing this to
fruition.”
With the first tranche of candidates
now hard at work on Erith sites across
London, Stuart Accleton already has
high hopes for the Passion Project going
forward. “I have personally seen and
benefitted from the career progression
that is possible within the demolition
industry,” Stuart Accleton concludes.
“There is no good reason why some
of these lads can’t be site supervisors
within a few years. Within five years,
they could be contracts managers. It
is early days but I am quietly confident
that six or seven of the first intake of
lads could go all the way.”
To find out more, please check out the
Click here
Passion Project video here:

Apprenticeship
Scholarship Launched

A new apprenticeship scholarship programme has launched today, to give
two construction firms the chance to benefit from the placement of an
apprentice who will be completely funded to work for them for 12 months.

T

he initiative is being launched by the UK’s
leading construction audit, contract and
payroll provider, Hudson Contract, to celebrate its 20th anniversary and also provide opportunities to two young apprentices hoping to take their
first steps on the construction career ladder.
Hudson Contract will sponsor the apprentices by
covering their salaries for up to a year, firms can be
in with a chance of gaining one of the apprentices
by visiting www.hudsoncontract.co.uk/scholarship and
describing in up to 100 words how an
apprentice can benefit their company.
With the scholarship scheme designed to help
support the future of the construction industry,
recent government figures reveal that there has
been year-on-year growth in apprentice starts
across England. There was a record 18,290
construction apprenticeship programme starts in
2014/2015 compared to 15,890 in the previous year.
Ian Anfield, managing director of Hudson Contract,
commented: “Having worked in the construction
industry for 20 years, we’re a business that is
passionate about investing in apprenticeships.

“The building trade is one of the biggest
apprenticeship employers, and with a serious skills
shortage impacting the sector we really wanted to
give something back to construction firms of all
shapes and sizes. Hopefully it can also provide the
perfect platform for two apprentices to kick-start
their careers.”
The new scholarships coincide with Hudson
Contract’s ongoing apprentice support. Through its
successful Apprenticeship Scheme, the company
has now part-funded over 70 apprentices since 2011.
Ian Anfield added: “The scheme was put in place
after discovering construction students were
struggling to find companies willing to take on
apprentices, particularly small firms that couldn’t
afford to do so. We’re now building on this heritage
of supporting apprentices by completely removing
the financial headache for two more firms through
our 20th anniversary scholarship programme.”
The winning apprentices will be starting their
scholarship in Autumn 2016, and will be producing
a video diary of their experiences throughout
the year.
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Drink & Drugs

Alcohol and drugs in UK construction industry placed
under spotlight by Considerate Constructors Scheme

T

he Considerate Constructors
Scheme is taking action to raise
awareness of the important
issue of drugs and alcohol across
the UK Construction industry.
The Scheme’s new ‘Spotlight
on...’ campaign focuses on taking
measures to protect and safeguard
the entire workforce in relation to
drugs and alcohol.
The need for attention and
consideration could not be more of
a priority than within the already
safety-conscious construction
industry. A recent survey of over
1,300 people working across the
Industry discovered that 59 percent
have concerns over the effects of
drugs and alcohol in construction.
Many contractors, suppliers and
clients of the industry undertake
rigorous and regular measures to
tackle this issue including zero
tolerance to drugs and alcohol,
random testing, providing

The survey, which was conducted by the
Considerate Constructors Scheme in
May 2016 also revealed that:

65 %

HAVE NEVER BEEN TESTED FOR DRUGS AND
ALCOHOL

39 %

ADMITTED THE ISSUE OF DRUGS OR ALCOHOL
COULD BE BETTER TACKLED IN THEIR
WORKPLACE

35 %

HAVE NOTICED THEIR COLLEAGUES UNDER
THE INFLUENCE OF DRUGS AND ALCOHOL

25 %

AGREED DRUGS OR ALCOHOL AFFECTED THEM
AT WORK THROUGH TIREDNESS

23 %

AGREED IT AFFECTED THEM THROUGH
DECREASED ATTENTION DURING WORK

19 %

AGREED THE AFFECTS MADE THEM LESS
PRODUCTIVE AT WORK

IC HEALTH AND SAFETY

information on drugs and alcohol
through toolbox talks, site inductions
and resources such as on-site posters.
A number of Scheme-registered
contractors have provided case
studies on how they tackle this
issue, including: A-one+ Integrated
Highways Services; Ardmore
Construction Ltd; Ballymore;
Bowmer & Kirkland; Interserve;
Jerram Falkus; John F Hunt
Demolition Ltd; John Sisk & Son Ltd;
Mick George Ltd; and Mulalley
& Co Ltd.
Edward Hardy, Chief Executive of
the Considerate Constructors Scheme
said: “Maintaining a safe working

environment is of the utmost
importance for any employer; this
not only applies to the workforce,
but also the surrounding public and
anybody else who may be affected.
“Spotlight on… drugs and alcohol
is an essential read for everyone, as
the Scheme’s latest industry survey
revealed 59 percent of respondents
agree that drugs and alcohol are
issues of concern. It is clear action
must be taken across the industry to
ensure workforce safety, health and
wellbeing on sites and in companies
throughout the UK.”
To read the Scheme’s ‘Spotlight on…
drugs and alcohol’, please visit:
Click here

“Spotlight on… drugs and alcohol is
an essential read for everyone”
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A Really

Useful Guide

Get into the Really Useful Guide to Construction Marketing

T

he construction industry is
highly competitive – you don’t
need me to tell you that. It’s a
crowded market and it’s easy to get to
get lost in the herd. At CMS, we have
decades of experience in construction marketing. We help builders,
subcontractors and construction
companies of all kinds to develop and
execute a sales strategy that will grow
their business. We know the industry
inside out, we understand what it
takes to succeed – and recently,
we’ve been sharing our secrets.
The Really Useful Guide to
Construction Marketing is a free
ebook, and you can download it from
our website. You can also read it as
part of your continuing professional
development with the CIOB.
The ebook is packed with practical
advice on how to get out and win the
work you want. It outlines how to
distinguish yourself as a company,
how to draw up a strategy, and
how to improve your sales. You’ll
read about getting the basics right,
building trust in your brand – and
how to fix it when things go wrong.
Marketing is easily misunderstood.
For a lot of people it’s still associated
with brochures and advertising.
But it’s much broader than that.
It’s strategic. It starts with getting
to grips with who you are as a

company and where you want to go,
and proceeds to work out how to
win the jobs that will get you there.
That means targeted sales, not just
broadcasting to the ether. The more
specific you can be about the sort of
work you want, where, and at what
scale, the better your chances of
success.
Once you’ve identified the kind
of jobs you want, you have to go
out and find them. We use market
intelligence providers such as
Planning Pipe to sort through the
huge reams of information created
by the planning system. This is a
goldmine for marketers who know
how to use it, because it allows you to
be proactive. You don’t have to wait
for the work to come to you. You can
spot ideal jobs as they go through
the planning process, and get your
sales team to pitch for the work at the
opportune moment.
Sales can be misunderstood too.
The stereotypical salesperson is
all about negotiation, persuasion
and sealing the deal. We don’t see
it that way. For us, it’s all about
relationships. We identify the most
promising, most profitable sources
of work, and get to work building
relationships with the key decision
makers. We develop long term
partnerships with firms that will lead
to repeat business, cultivating those

“Marketing is easily misunderstood; it's more
than just brochures and advertising”
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contacts over weeks and months.
Of course, every sales hunter loves
to bag a great contract, and we’re
no different. But we know that good
marketing is a long game; it takes
patience. There’s a real art to it.
Perhaps you’re already doing some
of this, and would like to get better
at it. Perhaps you’re coasting a little
as a company, and want to step up a
gear. Or maybe you’ve noticed that
market conditions are changing at
the moment, and you don’t want
your company to be a casualty of
any downturn. Wherever you find
yourself as a company, I believe
you’ll find that our Really Useful
Guide to Construction Marketing
lives up to its title.
You can download your free copy of the
Really Useful Guide to Construction
Marketing here:
Click here
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Helping you construct
the right insurance
policy & premium
Square Mile Broking is a specialist broker to
the Construction & Demolition sectors and work
closely with a number of Trade Associations to offer
bespoke solutions to their members.
We understand the risks you face and with this
knowledge we seek out the most comprehensive
cover at the most competitive price.
How we help you get a square deal:
• Negotiating terms for you face-to-face in the City’s ‘Square Mile’
• ‘A’ rated Insurers and Lloyd’s of London syndicates
• Long-term, quality and competitive insurance solutions
• Specialist arrangements for a wide variety of trades in the
Construction & Demolition sectors from:
– Civil Engineers & Demolition Contractors
– House Builders & Scaffolding Contractors
– RC Frames, Civil Engineers
– Rail, Waste and related trades

What do others say about us?
“Square Mile Broking are a forward-thinking team who are always looking
to meet our ever changing requirements both commercially and contractually,
whilst providing a personal, friendly service. We have and will continue to highly
recommend Square Mile Broking to other similar forward-thinking companies”
Mike Burr Managing Director LTC Group87 Ltd, Scaffolding Contractor

CALL US TODAY ON 0330 024 2980
OR EMAIL info@squaremilebroking.com
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